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1. Introduction

Gene-set analysis is a microarray data analysis method which uses existing knowledge of biological pathways, or sets

of individual genes that are linked via related biological functions. Gene-set analysis mainly aims to discover gene

sets the expression of which is associated with a phenotype of interest. Compared to single-gene analysis, gene-set

analysis is more useful in interpreting results by gaining insights into biological mechanisms and also reduces the

multiple testing problems because there are typically much fewer pathways than genes. Initially, gene-set analysis

focused on identifying biological pathways that are differentially expressed between two classes of a phenotype such

as tumor vs. normal cells.

Mootha et al. (2003) proposed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statis-

tic, which measures the maximum degree of differential gene expression in a gene set across a binary phenotype.

Subramanian et al. (2005) improved GSEA by considering the use of weight on calculating a running-sum statistic

according to each gene’s correlation with a phenotype whereas the original GSEA uses equal weights regardless of

the correlation between each gene and the phenotype. The GSEA provides a p-value calculated by permutation of the

original data set, which is computationally intensive for a large dataset. Kim and Volsky (2005) proposed parametric

analysis of gene-set enrichment , which calculates a Z-score for a given gene set from a parameter such as fold change

value between two classes of a phenotype and makes statistical inference from the asymptotic normal distribution of

the Z score. In addition, Dinu et al. (2007) described some critical problems with GSEA and proposed an alternative

method by extending the individual gene analysis method, Significance Analysis of Microarrays to Gene-set Analysis

(SAM-GS). In addition, they compared SAM-GS to GSEA using a mouse microarray dataset with simulated gene sets

and also showed an advantage to SAM-GS over GSEA in the analysis of three real microarray datasets.

Recently, gene-set analysis methods have been expanded to include other kinds of phenotypes, such as censored

survival time and quantitative traits. Goeman et al. (2004) proposed the Global test which is a score statistic based

on random-effects modeling of parameters corresponding to the coefficients of the individual genes in the pathway.

Goeman et al. (2005) extended the Global test in testing whether the expression profile of a given set of genes

is associated with survival time based on a Cox proportional hazards model. In addition, Adewale et al. (2008)

proposed a unified general analysis method of microarray data for identifying pathways whose expression is associated

with a phenotype of any kind, adjusting for covariates that may be associated with the phenotype of interest as well.

This unified pathway analysis method combines the regression-based test statistic for each individual gene in a pathway

of interest into a real pathway-level test statistic. The form of the test statistic is a sum of squares of the Wald statistic

for individual genes in the pathway of interest.
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Recently, Liu et al. (2007) compared the statistical performance of three gene-set analysis methods, the Global

test, ANCOVAGlobal test, and SAM-GS, for a binary phenotype based on simulated data and real microarray datasets.

They showed similar performance for all three methods after appropriate standardization, given the use of permutation-

based inference, and showed the advantage of the Global test and ANCOVA Global test, which are able to analyze

survival phenotypes and adjust for covariates. To our knowledge, however, comparison of gene-set analysis methods

performance for the survival phenotype has rarely been progressed by simulation studies. In this paper, we compare

the statistical performance of four gene-set analysis tests; two different GSEA tests (GSEA1 and GSEA2), Global test

(GT), and Wald-type test (WT) for assessing differential expression associated with the survival phenotype based on a

simulation dataset and a real dataset of ovarian cancer patients.

2. Numerical results

We compared GSEA1, GSEA2, GT and WT through a simulation experiment in which various scenarios are consid-

ered depending on the correlation structure of genes and the association parameter between survival and the genes.

We first considered three different gene correlation structures: (I) all genes are independent, (II) there is separate

within-correlation among significant genes and within-correlation among non-significant genes, and (III) there is

within-correlation among significant genes but no correlation among non-significant genes. Second, we set up three

different ways for generating a parameter which represents the association between genes and survival: (A) all genes

are positively associated, (B) genes are either positively or negatively associated, and (C) genes are randomly associ-

ated.

Simulation results showed that both GT andWT consistently have higher power than GSEA1 and GSEA2 across all

scenarios. However, the four tests show a controversial trend in power depending on the combination of correlation

structure and association parameter. For example, under case (I), the four tests show low power when genes are

positively associated with survival whereas under cases (II) and (III), the tests show very high power when genes are

positively associated with survival. Meanwhile, the four tests have a similar pattern of power across the combinations

of censoring fraction and proportion of significant genes. The power decreases as censoring fraction increases, but

increases as the proportion of significant genes within each gene set increases. For the real-world dataset of ovarian

cancer, both GT and WT detected more significant pathways than GSEA1 and GSEA2. For example, GT and WT

detected 15 and 13 significant pathways among 204 pathways, respectively, while only GSEA2 detected only one

pathway, with p < 0.01. In addition, under the FDR with q < 0.05, the GT detected three pathways and WT detected

only one pathway; histidine metabolism, which consists of 54 genes.

3. Concluding remarks

From the simulation datasets and a real example, both GT and WT tests have high power in simulated datasets and

seem to be too liberal in the real dataset whereas GSEA1 and GSEA2 tests have low power in simulation datasets

and tend to be too conservative in the real dataset. This may be ascribed to the fact that GSEA is a nonparametric

rank-based test whereas both GT and WT are regression-based tests. We also found that the power of the four tests is

much higher under correlated genes than under independent genes when survival is positively associated with genes.

However, their power does not depend on the correlation structure when survival is either positively or negatively

associated with genes; or when survival is randomly associated with genes. It seems that there is a synergistic effect

in detecting significant gene sets when significant genes have within-correlation and the association between survival

and genes is positive or negative.
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